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Your government consists of people who are elected, appointed and
employed to provide education, fire and police protection, libraries,
recreation, health programs, snow plowing and pollution control just to name
a few. Government is only one part of our City. Our City is people who want
to move forward, reflect upon the past and make significant improvements
to our streets, bridges, industry and our quality of life, now and in the future.
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MAYOR'S ANNUAL REPORT
I would like to thank the citizens of Berlin for having given
me the opportunity to serve as the first woman mayor in
the history of this City. I have been very fortunate to have
had a wonderful City Council and a professional City
Manager to work along with me on what I consider to be
an important agenda, one geared to making continuous
progress which is essential to growth. I am also pleased
to have seen the schools re-accredited during my tenure
as Mayor.
Additionally, I would like to recognize the workers of this
City who serve our community in the best way they can,







The close of Fiscal Year 1 995
brought several points to focus
on as we entered the next year
of operations.
The City experienced the
initiation of several community-
based efforts that will have
profound impacts on our future.
The development of a
community driven project
called Northern Forest
Heritage Park took advantage
of state tax credits for
donations and organized into
an identifiable group bringing
together people and resources
reflecting our City's heritage.
We witnessed other groups
interested in the heritage of our
community to bring forth their
collective ideas that begin to
set the stage for planning,
improvements and leadership
roles. Among these were
citizen driven strategy groups
focussing on Tondreau Park as
a resource to complement our
downtown white providing for
additional center city park
space.
The upsurges of community
driven initiatives such as these
are the collective answers to
Berlin's future. No one idea,
group or person will be as
successful as the synergy that
these collective efforts will
yield. Our City leadership is
challenged to guide and
coordinate these efforts rather
than to respond to them in a
manner that contains them.
The City became a lead player
in the prospects of developing
a privately built and state
operated correctional facility.
The investment of leadership,
time and planning through the
City Council, the Planning and
Zoning Boards, with public
input and BEDCO's role could
bring to Berlin a development
providing job opportunities
while stabilizing a sensitive
employment picture in this
community and valley. It also
becomes part of the so called
critical mass that every
community must strive for; it is
employment and wage levels
permitting community residents
to have additional discretionary
income supporting other retail
and commercial development.
This is necessary to counter
the continuous employment
swings we have experienced
as our major employer
continues to change with the
competing global economy.
The decrease in state aid
constantly strains our overall
efforts to keep the tax rate
increases at a minimum to
education and the cost of
complying with the federal
unfunded mandates such as
bonding for water filtration
plant improvements. While the
debt service for the water
bonds was placed on the water
rates, it leaves our taxpayer or
water rate payer with a costly
combined payment we will
bear for the next twenty years.
The ongoing concerns and
resolve of the City wide
revaluations resulted in the
Board of Tax and Land
Appeals requiring an update in
Fiscal Year 1997 and that all
industrial, commercial and
utility properties continue to be
updated annually. As in most
New Hampshire communities
dealing with mass appraisals,
Berlin's experience was less
than satisfactory. We continue
to work with those issues
including major tax abatement
requests and litigation that are
due to come to the Courts in
January of 1996.
The City also worked with two
new collective bargaining units
representing employees who
were brought on line and all
contracts were approved and
signed. On the City side, seven
contracts will expire as of June
30, 1996 and will require
negotiations for a successor
agreement. While this work
will continue into the next fiscal
year, these same employees
are responsible for significant
City workers' compensation
savings through ongoing loss
prevention/safety programs.
The transition between fiscal
years provides the City with
many opportunities to continue
what is determined to be in the
best interest of the City while
dropping those efforts that
appear to have little or no
consequence. We will continue
this kind of review, especially
as the community continues to
identify priorities for services.
We anticipate that 1996 will be
a year that Berlin can record
as a turnaround year bringing
both stability and positive




James A. Wheeler, p.e.
City Engineer
I and I Study The inflow
and infiltration study begun
last year was substantially
connpleted this year. The
results of the study will be
used to pin point major
sources of ground water
and surface water runoff to
our sanitary collection
system. Corrections to
eliminate these sources will
be undertaken in the
upcoming year. The
ultimate benefit will be a
decrease in the amount of
flow treated at the Pollution
Control Facility. This will
decrease the operational
cost of the facility which
translates to dollars saved
for the sewer user. Also, by
eliminating the unwanted
sources of flow to the facility
we will be reserving
treatment capacity for new








initiated in 1994 was
completed in the Spring of
this year. Over 200 sanitary
sewer services
were eliminated from the
surface drainage system
and connected to the
sanitary collection system.




our natural water resources.
Our commitment to the
environment will ensure that
our river and stream
systems continue to draw
outdoor people who help
support our local economy.
Centrifuge Replacement
Contract at the Pollution
Control Facility. This
project was completed In
the spring of this year. The
project enables us to
dewater municipal sludge to
a level which makes our
sludge acceptable at the
Crown Vantage Mt.
Carberry Landfill. Being
able to dispose of our
sludge at the Mt Carberry
facility allows us to take
advantage of one of the
lowest sludge tipping fees in
the State. The project also
replaced existing centrifuge
equipment which was
nearing its life expectancy.
Aeration Equipment
Upgrade at the Pollution
Control Facility. The City
entered into a contract for
the replacement of existing
aeration equipment. The
contract was executed this
past spring with work to be
accomplished in the fall of
'95. The project will replace
aeration equipment which
has reached its life
expectancy and has
become a regular
maintenance item at the
BPCF. The new system will
require less maintenance
and is expected to reduce
electrical consumption at
the BPCF.
East Milan Landfill Closure
The design of the landfill
closure was completed by
H. E. Bergeron, Civil
Engineers. Construction of
the project was delayed
until the summer of 1996.
The extra time was granted
by the State in order for
participating communities to




replaced this summer. One
on Burgess St. and the
-3-
other on Second Avenue.
The work was performed by
The Public Works Dept. and
a local Contractor. By
utilizing a pre-cast concrete
wall systenn the City was
able to save a substantial







provide years of service.
Bridges Pleasant St.
Bridge was reconstructed
through a joint contract by




which had served us well.
The new bridge will ensure
safe transportation through
one of our main arteries for
residents and visitors alike.
Bridge seals on the eastern




seals is a maintenance
effort which protects the
bridge substructure from the
degrading effects of winter
salt and runoff.
Overlays Approximately
5,500 feet of City streets
were overlayed last fall as
part of our ongoing street
maintenance program.
While it would be nice to
overlay all streets on a
regular basis, the
associated price tag would
likely be more than
residents are willing to bear.
Consequently, each year we
overlay the streets in most
need. Typically, the most
heavily traveled streets
including main arteries and
those that are primarily
residential.
Street Markings Centerlines
and cross walks were
painted as they are every
year. The maintenance of
markings is another
transportation item which
provides safety for motorists
and pedestrians as well as






study of all City streets to
identify potential problem
areas related to 911. The
study is ongoing between
efforts of the City and State.
Ultimately there will be
recommendations for the
renaming and renumbering
of some streets. Although
this represents an item of
change, the avoidance of
tragedy in our community is
something we can all
support.
Berlin Municipal Airport The
airport pavement markings
were restriped last summer
as part of runway
maintenance. This year a
runway extension of the
northern approach was
planned, designed and put
out to bid. In the fall, the
construction phase of the
project will be substantially
completed. The project is
90% funded by the Federal
Government, 5% funded by
the State and 5% funded by
the City. In this case the
City will be able to use other
State funds for its local
portion. With increased jet
traffic to the North Country,
the runway extension will
provide a more inviting and
safe resting place for
visiting and local aircraft.
Upcoming The upcoming
year should bring:




- completion of the
aeration equipment
upgrade at the BPCF
- plan for the replacement
of the Cascade Bridge
railway overpass

















primary goal for the
1 994-95 school year.
The goal was to have
all "fully approved"




the school district of
levels K-8. After much
planning, deliberation,
and public debate, the
following positive
actions were taken by
the Board of
Education.
* The Berlin Junior
High School was
established housing
grades 7 and 8. This
compares with the old
organizational pattern







* Marston School was
closed.





the Board was able to
reduce its building
level administrative






$1 50,000 was saved
in administrative
salaries and benefits.
The closing of Marston
School saved another
approximately $50,000
in operating costs for a
total budget reduction
of $200,000.
The High School was
left virtually intact and





we were able to add a
curricular offering
through the inclusion














took over the reins of

































































adopted a position of
maintaining its state
fully approved schools
and, even though the
city council has not
appropriated sufficient
funds for the Board to
maintain all programs
for 1995-96, we still




continue to be one of
the lower cost per
pupil K-12 schools in
the state, but through














is the unit of City govemment
responsible for the planning
and development needs of the
City As a unit of City
government, the department,
through the City Managers
Office is accountable to the
City Council
The agenda for the department
staff is guided by two City
boards and one private non-
profit board. Work with the
Planning Board, Berlin
Industrial Development and
Park Authority, and Bertin
Economic Development
Council, Inc. covers the wide
spectrum of community,
economic and industrial issues
facing Berlin
Berlin City Planning Board:
The Planning Board has been
in Berlin since the 1930's.
Chair is Richard Huot and Vice
Chair is David Morin. There
are twelve members and six
associates. Members are
appointed by the City Council
for three year terms. The
Planning Board meets on the
first Thursday of every month
to consider land use issues
and other areas of concern
related to the development of
the community. Its major
regulatory responsibility is
reviewing new subdivisions
and site plan review for major
commercial and institutional
developments.
The Planning Board has been
responsible for promoting the
City through the planning of
improvements in the City
transportation network Over
the past year, the Planning
Board was instrumental in
developing specific
recommendations relative to
improving the truck route to
Route 110 In addition to the
work on Route 1 10 which has
now been entered on the State
Ten Year Plan, plans through
the ISTEA Enhancement
Program were approved by the
State and funding allocated for
several pedestrian walkways
In the months to follow, the





function is to encourage and
promote industrial
development through the
provision of adequate industrial
land and facilities This City
Board has 16 members who
are appointed by the City
Council Robert Baillargeon is
the Chair Its pnmary industrial
project is the Maynesboro
Industrial Park. The park has
seen a steady growth in firms
already established such as




BEDCO began in 1979 as a
private non-profit corporation
to assist in the financing of
business activities within the
City It makes loans for both
existing business expansion as
well as new businesses It
operated through the
Devetopment Department staff
and two separate loan making
boards, the Downtown Loan
Administration and the
Industrial Loan Administration
Board Some of BEDCOs
members are appointed by and
from the Local 75 Union.
Chamber of Commerce. City
Council, and BIDPA The
remainder of the Board is
elected by other Board
members
Over the past year BEDCO
has been involved in promoting
a downtown fagade
improvement program It has
also established a goal ot
working with area bankers
through making loans on a
participation basis BEDCO
has also established the
information technology sector
as a target development goal
BEDCO staff have organized
the Berlin Heritage Trail
Partnership through a technical
assistance agreement with the
National Park Service and
have worked with thp
Androscoggin Valley Heritage
Based Development Strategy
Committee The President ot
BEDCO IS Alex Easton
The Development Department
staff consists of Dennis M
Cote. Director. June Rowan
Assistant City Planner Susan
Tremblay, Secretary The
office IS located next to City
Hall on the second floor at 1 64
Mam Street In addition to
staffing the Planning Board.
BIDPA. and BEDCO. the office
functions in the area of federal
and state grant procurement
for community development
and housing Staff also serves
as a resource to Berlin
residents with questions








A new HUD . In December, the




change the way it delivers
housing funding. HUD's
preliminary "reinvention
blueprint" calls for it to
consolidate 119 of its major
programs and activities into
three discrete funds (an
additional 66 programs are to
be phased out or terminated).
The three funds identified in
the "blueprint" were: 1)
Housing certificates for families
and individuals; 2) the
affordable Housing Fund; 3)
the Community Opportunity
Fund.
Among the programs slated to
be folded into the tenant-based
Housing Certificates Fund are
those the Berlin Housing
Authority has administered





assisted housing (St. Regis
House-1981) and housing
vouchers (1989).
Section 8 rental assistance
payments made in 1994 to






programs totaled just under
$74,000 virtually the same
amount as paid out in 1993.
Since 1990, housing
assistance payments to Bertin
property owners leasing units
to households enroled in one
of the three aforementioned
programs have amounted to
more than $3,500,000. Two of
the three programs, rental
certificates and vouchers, are
tenant-based; the third is
project based i.e. the
assistance is tied to the unit
rather than to the low-income
family.
Program utilization at year's
end was at 98 percent with 365
of the 371 units allocated to the
Authority under lease at
December 31 ; the comparable
percentage at the close of
1993 was a point higher.
t!iNSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET









the City who lack
sufficient resources for
their basic needs due to
unemployment,
underemployment,
incapacity to work, and







Laws and with the
written Guidelines





assistance is granted in






capable of working are
assigned to a City
department or a non-
profit organization to
work off the amount of
assistance received on






indicate some of the
functions of the
Department for the fiscal




Cases Asst. Financially: 95
Singles 80
Families 15
Welfare Orders Issued: 1 ,542
Hours worked on the
Work Program: 8,956















I am pleased to submit
the City Clerk's Report
for the Fiscal Year
ending June 30, 1995.






special meetings of the
City Council, recording












city deeds and leases,
agreements and other
City related records.
Also filed and indexed










sessions on behalf of
the supervisors of the
voter checklists.
Issued a variety of
licenses and permits.
Sold cemetery plots,









behalf of City Officials
as well as for the public.








certified copies of vital





Poulin on behalf of the
City Clerk, issued dog
licenses for 362 dogs,




issued by the Collection




Marriages 70 61 71
Births 173 132 108









number of services to the
citizens of Berlin. They
include: the maintenance of
some 60 miles of streets,
many more miles of
sidewalks that need to be
swept, patched and
overlaid. We also provide
snow removal, street
striping, street marking, the
fabrication and installation
of street and traffic signs.
We construct retaining
walls, install guard rails and
guard fence. We provide
the City with daily garbage
removal, a clean-up v^eek in
the spring and fall. We













assist at the airport and we
maintain gas and fuel
distribution. We provide
146 sand and salt barrels.
We prepared footings and
backfill for two retaining
walls (one on Burgess




glass, plastics, tin aluminum
and cardboard. We linseed-
oiled concrete sidewalks,




also constructed 991 linear
feet of concrete sidewalks.
The department constructed
some 300 linear feet of road
on Derrah Street.







Mr. John Gothreau, who
had served as a
member and at times as
chairman of the Board
of Assessors since April
1977, tendered his
resignation in March of








Member, served as a




Esquire, to bring the
Board to its full three
member complement.
In an effort to resolve
errors done at the time
of the reval, the Board
of Assessors again met
with taxpayers who had
appealed their taxes.
The Board reviewed all
requests and many of
the concerns were
resolved. Those that
could not be resolved
were able to avail
themselves of an appeal
to the Board of Tax






















As the table summary
illustrates, the Gross
Valuation of the City for
Tax Year 1995 is
$437,058,950. The
resultant tax (mill) rate,
computed by dividing the
Appropriations by the
New Valuation is $.03166







The primary purpose of the
Berlin Police Department is
to preserve peace and
protect life and property, in
a manner consistent with
the freedoms secured by
the Constitution. The
Police Department exists
to provide these services
for the citizens of Berlin.
The problems of our
commitity will not be solved
overnight; however, we will
accomplish more if we
work with the community to
resolve issues before they
become problems or
serious crimes.
Due to a reduction in the
local population as well as
budget constraints, the
Police Department reduced
Its force from 29 sworn
officers in 1978 to 19 in
1995. This was
accomplished while calls
for service answered by
the officers doubled over
the past eight years.
Our goal is to shift from
being a reactive agency to
a proactive agency.
Although we do not have
the resources of major
departments, nor do we
devote a considerable
portion of the budget to
this end, we have taken
small steps in that
direction. Our officers visit
classrooms and give
lectures to industry and
civic groups on work place
violence, drugs, DWI and
others. Questionnaires are
sent to 20% of the citizens






opportunity to meet and
get to know the Chief and




cellular phones to keep
officers on the street, have
been applied for.
We will continue to
address the community's
problems, recognizing that
the citizens are our
customers; and we will
provide the best services
possible. To accomplish




in order for us to address
them before they develop
into more serious
situations.
The Prosecution Section is
responsible for prosecuting
all District Court related













Motor Vehicle Violations: 457









The members of the Police
Department would like to
thank the business
community and the people of
Berlin for their continued
support.
Finally, I wish to thank our
employees' family members
for the sacrifices they make
every day, due to the nature
of police work: and I
commend all members of the








The Berlin Fire Department
incorporates professional
personnel and specialized
equipment ready to respond to
various types of emergencies
ranging from fire and rescue
calls to hazardous material
releases.
It was a busy year for
emergency responses and the
inspection division. Increases
in emergency responses are
attributable to many factors.
The age of our City reflects an
array of older buildings in need
of repair, an increase in citizen
needs and regulations that
require a response to mitigate
a hazardous condition.
The City Building Inspector
was administratively attached
to the Fire Department due to a
reorganization of the City's
Inspection Program. Maurice
Lavertue was appointed
Building Inspector with his
office now at the Fire Station.
This change provides for a
customer friendly process
while decreasing the City's
liability regarding inspections.
The Fire Department is staffed
with trained personnel ready to
serve you 365 days per year,
24 hours per day and is
committed to providing their
professional services for the
citizens of Berlin.















The Health Department is an
integral part of City
Government; in many
respects, this Department is
uniquely different from the
other Departments. The
services we provide serve
every citizen of the City,
regardless of socio-economic
status. Unlike the medical and
social services limited to
particular segments of the
population, Berlin Public Health
Services protect all residents
of the City.
Most of our functions are
based on City Ordinances and
State Statutes and Charter
which were established to
safeguard the public. We are
required to carry out public
safety and health functions and
meet the standards
established by City Ordinances
and State Law.
A hallmark of the Health
Department's Services is its
diversity. Every individual in
the City of Berlin will somehow
come in contact with this
Department. We are notified of
your biiih, ?nd information from
your
death certificate is filed with us.
We may immunize your
children; or you and your
family with any disease
outbreak; assist you with a
hanuicapped person; inspect
the hospital you go to v/hen




as well as speech therapy and
homemaker/home health aide
services in your home once
you are discharged from the
hospital.
We inspect and license the
ambulance service as well as
the attendants, assuring that
each ambulance meets all
standards required by City
Ordinance and State Statutes;
and the attendants are
appropriately trained to
function in this service that you
or your loved ones may
require.
We offer a variety of out-
patient services such as: blood
pressure screening,
cholesterol testing, diabetes
screening, flu vaccine and





and distributes all permits
when approved by the building
inspector, enforces the Zoning
Ordinance, and handles all
paper work pertaining to the
Zoning Board of Adjustment.
Although these functions are
diverse, we at the Health
Department share professional
backgrounds and a common
commitment to the health and
safety of the citizens of this
City. "What better way to
promote Berlin?" With your
support, we continue to
provide needed services to
assist the citizens of Berlin















Coulombe served on the
Board of Water
Commissioners for this








bond debt over the prior
year was due to 1993




for this report period
was 901,025,100
gallons for an average
day usage of 2.47
million gallons. This is
530,000 gallons less per
day compared to last
report's average day
usage of 3.0 million
gallons. The reduction
in usage can be
attributed to several
water leaks found and
repaired, replacement of
two inch water mains
and a mild winter.
Running water program
to prevent frozen pipes
was started on
December 27, 1994 and
ended on March 28,
1995. Only one water
service line froze
compared to 349 the
previous season. This
can be attributed to a
mild season and our
policy of notifying
customers on the
program by a reminder




Board assisted the City
in negotiations for
purchases of lands and
right-of-ways. Contracts
for five of nine Whitman
& Howard designed
projects were advertised
for bids with awards to
the low bidder for the
replacement of the





















primarily by the 1993
water bond which





City to apply for another
one year extension of








over 35 years of loyal
service.





"Any portion of your
distribution system
which freezes or fails
due to age with resulting
loss of water service to
customers is considered
to be a potential health




Department and the City




from the State Office of
Planning to help fund
construction costs for
Ramsey Hill & Forbush
Avenue wood tanks and







preparation of a Project
Profile for submission to
the US Economic
Development Agency to
determine if Berlin could
receive a $1.5 million
grant to assist Berlin in





large water mains at
various locations in the
City.
An application was
submitted to the State
for a 39% State
Filtration Grant for the
improvements required
to be in compliance with
EPA's Surface Water
Treatment Rule.
















next 20 years, and at





Week, May 7 to May 13,
1995 was celebrated
with an open house held






an example of a typical
water main and service
line with meter on
display at several public
sites in the City.
In May and June, staff
started the work
required to assist the
City to apply for CDBG
funds *or two inch water
line replacements on the
East Side on low-
moderate income level
areas. An application to
North Country Ameri-
Corp was submitted for
members to assist the
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The Berlin Public Library
continues to provide a
quality, enriching
experience for its patrons.
Our challenge is to do so
while facing realistically
and responsibly the fiscal
• reality of the '90's.
We continually upgrade
our resources and renew
our commitment to a
striving community. This
year we introduced
Internet in the ad^':
department, music CD's
and an ever expanding
collection of best seller
audio cassettes. A Fax
machine was obtained
through a g'ant writter. by
the North Country Co-op.
Since the Berlin Public
Library is a member of the
Cooperative it was
included in the NH Grant.
The public may use the
Fax machine 'or a minimal
fee.
in autumn of 1994, the




Murk and Murders: the
Evolution of the Mystery
Story" in conjunction with
the Fortier Library at the
Berlin Tech College. In the
spring of 1995, the Library
presented a series of
lectures featuring the
White Mountains of NH.
The NH Humanities
Council provided funding
for the series with in-kind
participation by the Library.
The 1994 Summer
Reading Program theme in
the Juvenile Department
was "Go Undercover with
Books!" This successful
program had 160 children
registered and over 1500
booKS read.
The Director and the
Children's Librarian made
numerous visits to the
Elementary Schools to
introduce children and
teachers to the programs
available at the Berlin
Piiblic Libiary. This year




Conjui-or" at ths Berlin City
Hall Aud'tui um tu an
2 preciative audience. The
Children's Libre- la., hosts a
story hour every Thu-'sday
morning. We are grateful
to the many volunteers
who so graciously give of
their time which allows the
Librarians time to establish
the various programs.
Each year the Library
presents a literacy program
entitled Connections, the
NH Reading Project funded
by a grant from the NH
State Library. This
gratifying program provides
a much needed service in
the area.
The Berlin Public Library is
always prepared to provide
information and to serve
the public with the best
technology available on the
information highway. The
Library is in a particularly
good position to "Promote
Berlin" at every turn since
the Library strives to be the
depository of information,
old and new for the City of
Berlin. In this way, we
expect to continue to
provide a public avenue for
community information for
many years to come.
-21-











pursuits of leisure activities to
citizens and visitors to the
community. Through the




cultural events, and children's
activities the department
continues to contribute to the
quality of life we enjoy in
Berlin and our Community's
ability to attract new visitors
and residents.
Promotion of the community
through recreational services
is evident. The promotion of
the family through leisure
programs encourages
residents to appreciate the
City we live in. The offerings
of a municipal recreation
department are an inspiration
to businesses viewing the
community as a place to
locate services. The
provision of par1<s, athletic
fields, and other recreation
sites is a positive contributor
to Berlin being a city rich in
public amenities sought after
by locals and visitors alike.
Often a mainstay of any
family's life, our wide variety
of athletic programs has
interested persons from the
City, as well as the
surrounding area.
An Adult Volleyball
tournament was held dunng
the winter of '95 and a
children's Basketball tourney
in the spring invited players
from communities as tar as
Maine to visit the City, our
local businesses and learn
first hand the benefits the City
of Berlin has to offer.
A number of International
Special Olympians, through
the support of the Recreation
Department programming,
represented the City of Berlin
and the State of NH 1995
International Games held in
New Haven, CT. Athletes
and volunteers from around
the world learned a little more
about our Northern NH city
through this program. The
local program plays
prominently in promoting the
service to special needs
citizens here in the North
Country.
In an effort to continue to
upgrade and provide parks
and recreational sites to the
community, the department
has worked on a number of
projects. Of note in promoting
the community are the efforts
to coordinate the
development of a Unity Street
Walking path and a Tundra
Peninsula Recreation Park
with PSNH, the AMC, and the
National Parks Service.
Ongoing planning seeks to
provide the community with a
"world class" recreation
facility providing tourism
opportunities as well as
community recreation
benefits.
Working with other Berlin
community groups, the
departmental staff has
worked to expand the
recreational potential of the
community through Heritage
Tourism projects and
planning. This past year, the
department provided primary
support to the Northern
Forest Heritage Park and the
Berlin Heritage Walking Trail
Project which offer a unique
view of the community
through the promotion of
heritage tourism. In this way,
the department shares our
resources with the community
to enrich our leisure time.
A new venture for the City is
the idea of expanding Berlin's
visibility through the
privatization of recreational
service by participating in
exploring the privatization of
Jericho Lake Park to provide
an RV Campground.
Through the shared




opportunities. We continue to
look to creative ways to
provide cost effective
services, to encourage use of
the park and to broaden the
horizon of patrons from
outside our immediate area.
With these few highlights ii is
clear that this past year has
seen the Recreation and




services in promotion of the
City of Berlin. We pledge to
continue in this endeavor in
the future.
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GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND SUPPORTING SCHEDULES









Honorable Mayor, City Council and Manager
City of Berlin, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of
the City of Berlin, New Hampshire as of and for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1995 as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements
are the responsibility of the City's management. Cur responsibility is to



















We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States, and the provisions of Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-128, "Audits of State and Local Governments." Those
standards and 0MB Circular A-128 require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes e.xaminir.g
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinicn.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include
the financial statements of the Berlin Water Works and the Public Works
Pension Trust which should be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles. The Berlin water Works and Public Works Pension
Trust (component units of the City) utilize different year ends. As a
result, required disclosures of assets, liabilities, revenues and
expenditures are not available.
The City has not maintained a complete record of its general fixed assets
as required by generally accepted accounting principles. Accordingly, a
statement of general fixed assets is not included in the financial
statements. The amounts that should be recorded as general fixed assets
are not known.
UEUBCn




City of Berlin August 11, 1995
In our opinion, based on our audit, except for the effects of the matters
discussed in the third and fourth paragraphs, the combined financial
statements referred to above present fairly in all material respects, the
financial position of the City of Berlin, New Hampshire as at June 30, 1995
and the results of its operations and cash flows of its proprietary fund types
for the fiscal year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined
financial statements taken as a whole. The accompanying combining and
individual fund financial statements and schedule of Federal Financial
Assistance listed as supporting schedules in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of
the combined financial statements of the City of Berlin, New Hampshire. The
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit
of the combined financial statements and in our opinion, is fairly stated in
all material respects in relation to the combined financial statements taken
as a whole.
In accordance with Goveminent Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report
dated August 11, 1995 on our consideration of City's internal control







MASON + RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Accountants and Auditors
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CITY or BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENTS OE REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES
RETAINED EARNINGS / FUND BALANCE
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES AND SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS

























Total Non-Oparating Revenues (Expenses)
Net Income (Loss) Before Operating Transfers
Other Changes in Retained Earnings/
Fund Balance
Credit From Transfer of Depreciation
on Treatment- Plant Assets Acquired by
Grants Externally Restricted for Capital
Acquisitions to Contributed Capital
No* Increise (Decrease) in Retained E-rnj.ngs/
Fund Balanco
Retained 3arnipgs/Fu.id Balance
at Beginning ot Year
Retained Earnings/Fund Balance




CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES AND SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS
INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995
Exhibit E
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Net Operating Income (Loss) - Exhibit D
Adjustments to Reconcile Net Operating
Income (Loss) to Net Cash Provided by
Operating Activities:
Depreciation
Interest/Dividends From Investing Activities
Change in Operating Assets and Liabilities
(Increase) Decrease in Operating Assets:
Accounts Receivable
Inventories
Due From Other Funds
Increase (Decrease) in Operating Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Due To Other Funds
Accrued and Other Liabilities
Total Adjustments
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Cash Flows From Capital and Related
Financing Activities
Proceeds From Direct Financing Lease
Principal Paid on Bonds/Notes
Principal Paid on Loan from Other Funds
Interest Paid on Bonds/Notes
Acquisition of Plant and Equipment







Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Interest on Investments
Interest Expense
Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalent:
Cash and Cash Equivalents, Beginning of Year
Cash and Cash Equivalents, End of Year
($159
CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The City of Berlin, New Hampshire (the City) was incorporated in 1829 under the
laws of the State of New Hampshire. The City operates under a Council-Mayor
form of government, under the direct management of an appointed City Manager and
provides ser^/ices as authorized by its charter.
The accounting policies of the City conform to generally accepted accounting
principles as applicable to governmental units. The following is a summary of
the more significant policies:
A. Reporting Entity
The accompanying financial statements include the transactions of all funds and
account groups of the City and other governmental organizations included in the
City's reporting entity because of their operations or financial relationships
with the City in accordance with the criteria set forth by the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board except for the Berlin Water Works and Public Works
Pension Trust (see Note 15) . The funds are established under the authority of
the City charter and their operations as reflected in these financial statements
are those under the control of the City Council. The account groups are those
required by financial reporting standards for governmental units. (See Note 14)
The Berlin Water Works and Public Works Pension Trust should be included as part
of the reporting entity in accordance with generally accepted accounting
standards but the City officials have decided not to include them due to the
different fiscal years of the entities.
B. Basis of Presentation
FUND ACCOUNTING
The accounts of the City are organized on the basis of funds or account groups,
each of which is considered a separate accounting entity. The operations of
each fund are accounted for with a separate set of self -balancing accounts that
comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity, revenues and expenditures or
expenses, as appropriate. The various funds are grouped in the financial
statements in this report into five general fund types and three broad fund
categories as follows:
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
1) General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the City.
All property tax revenues and other receipts that are not allocated by law
or contractual agreement to another fund are accounted for in this fund.
From the fund are paid the general operating expenditures, the fixed





CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
The General Fund provides police and fire protection, street maintenance,
plowing and lighting, schools, park and playground maintenance, planning
zoning, and general administration.
2) Special Revenue FXinds - Special Revenue FXmds are used to account
for the proceeds or specific revenue sources (other than special
assessments, expendable trust or major capital projects) requiring
separate accounting because of legal or regulatory provisions or
administrative actions.
3) Capital Projects Funds - Capital Projects Funds are used to account
for financial resources to be used for the acquisition or
construction of major capital facilities other than those financed
by enterprise operations and trust funds.
PROPRIETARY FUNDS
4) Enterprise Fixnds - Enterprise F^jnds are used to account for
operations (a) that are financed and operated in a manner similar to
private business enterprises where the intent of the governing body
is that the costs (expenses, including depreciation) of providing
goods or services to the general public on a continuing basis to be
financed or recovered primarily through user charges or (b) where
the governing body has decided that periodic determination of
revenues earned, expenses incurred and/or net income is appropriate
for capital maintenance, public policy, management control,
accountability or other purposes.
FIDUCIARY FUNDS
(5) Trust and Acrency Funds - Trust and Agency Funds are used to account for
assets held by the City in a trustee capacity or as an agent for
individuals, private organizations, other governmental units and/or other
funds. These include Expendable Trust, Nonexpendable Trust and Agency
Funds
.
Nonexpendable Trust Funds are accounted for in essentially the same manner
as proprietary funds since capital maintenance is critical. Expendable
Trust Funds are accounted for in essentially the same manner as
governmental funds. Agency Funds are custodial in nature (assets equals
liabilities) and do not involve measurement of results of operations.
(Continued)
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
ACCOUNT GROUPS - FIXED ASSETS AND LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
The accounting and reporting treatment applied to the fixed assets and long-term
liabilities associated with a fund are determined by its measurement focus. All
governmental funds and expendable trust funds are accounted for on a spending or
"financial flow" measurement focus. This means that only current assets and
current liabilities are generally included on their balance sheets. Their
reported fund balance (net current assets) is considered a measure of "available
spendable resources". Governmental fund operating statements present increase
(revenues and other financing sources) and decreases (expenditures and other
financing uses) in net current assets. .Accordingly, they are said to present a
summary of sources and uses of "available spendable resources" during a period.
General Fixed Assets Account Group - General fixed assets have been acquired for
general governmental purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund
making the expenditure. These expenditures are required to be capitalized at
historical cost in a General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts for accountability
purposes. In accordance with the practices followed by many other municipal
entities in the State, the City does not maintain a record of its general fixed
assets and accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in these financial
statements
.
General Long-Term Debt Acco-jnt Group - Long-term liabilities expected to be
financed from governmental funds are accounted for in the General Long-Term Debt
Account Group, not in the governmental funds.
The two account qroups ~ve not "f'onds". They are concerned only with the
measurement of financial position. They aie not involved with measurement of
results of operations.
Noncurrent portions of long-terrr. receivables due to governmental funds are, when
applicable, reported on their balance sheets, in spite of their spending
measurement focus. Special reporting treatments are used to indicate, however,
they should not be considered "available spendable resources", since they do not
represent r.et . .irront asje's . Recognition of governmental fund type revenues
represented by noncurrenc receivables are deferred until they become current
receivables. (ilote 2).
Because of cheir spending measure'^ert focus, expenditure recognition for
governmental fund tvpes is limited to exclude amounts represented by noncurrent
liabilities. Since ;.hey do not affect net current assets, such long-ter-ri
atr.-junts are not recognized as governmental fund type expenditures or fund




CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
The proprietary funds and nonexpendable trust funds are accounted for on a cost
of services or "capital maintenance" measurement focus. This means that all
assets and all liabilities (whether current or noncurrent) associated with their
activity are included on their balance sheets. Their reported fund ecpjity (net
total assets) is segregated into contributed capital and retained earnings
components. Proprietary fund type operating statements present increase-"
(revenues) and decreases (expenses) in net total assets
Depreciation of all exhaustible fixed assets used bv pr-cprietary funds is
charged as an expense against their operations. Accumulated depreciation is
reported on proprietary fund balance sheets. Depreciation has been provided
over the estimated useful lives using the straight l:ne method. "^he estimated
useful lives are as follo'^s:
Sewer Fund
Sewer System 50 Years
Equipment 3 to 10 Years
Industrial Development and Park Authority
Plant and Equipment 3 Years
C. Basis of Accounting
Basis of accounting refers to when revenues and expenditures or expenses are
recognized in the accounts and reported in the financial statements. Basis of
accounting relates to the timing of the measurements made, regardless of the
measurement focus applied.
All governmental funds, expendable trust funds and agency funds are accounted
for using the modified accrual basis of accounting. Their revenues are
recognized when they become measurable and available as net current assets.
Tax revenues are recognized in the year for which taxes have been levied to the
extent that they become available, i.e., due or receivable within the current
fiscal year and collected within the current period or within 60 days of year
end.
Licenses and permits, charges for services and other revenues are recorded as
revenues when received in cash as they are generally not measurable until
actually received. Investment earnings are recorded as earned if they are both
measurable and available.
In applying the susceptible to accrual concept to intergovernmental revenues
(grant, subsidies and shared revenues) , the legal and contractual requirements
of the numerous individual programs are used as a guidance. There are however,
essentially two types of these revenues. In one, monies must be expended on the
specific purpose or project before any amounts will be paid to the City;
therefore, revenues are recognized based upon the expenditures recorded.
(Continued)
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
In the othe'r, monies are virtually unrestricted as to the purpose of expenditure
and nearly irrevocable, i.e., revocable only for failure to comply with
prescribed compliance requirements, e.g., equal employment opportunity. These
resources are reflected as revenues at the time of receipt or earlier if they
meet the criterion of availability.
Expenditures are generally recognized under the modified accrual basis of
accounting when the related fund liability is incurred. Exceptions to this
general rule include: (1) principal and interest on general long-term debt
which is recognized when due and (2) inventories of one Special Revenue Fund.
All proprietary funds and nonexpendable trust funds are accounted for using the
accrual basis of accounting. Their revenues are recognized when they are earned
and their expenses are recognized when they are incurred. The Sewer Fund does
not accrue estimated unbilled services at the end of the year with respect to
services provided but not billed at year end as the amount is not reasonably
determinable.
D. Budgets and Budgetary Accountincr
The City observes the following procedures in establishing the budgetary data
reflected in the financial statements
:
1. At such time as may be requested by the City Manager or specified by the
administrative code, each director of a department submits an itemized
estimate of the expenditures for the next fiscal year for the departments
or activities under his control. The Manager submits the proposed budget
to the Council at least ninety days before the start of the fiscal year
which begins July 1
.
2. A public hearing on the budget is held before its final adoption by the
Council. Notice of the public hearing together with a summary of the
budget as submitted is published at least one week in advance by the City
Clerk. The School Board is required to conduct a public hearing on their
proposed budget at least two weeks before their budget submission to the
City Manager.
3 . The budget must be legally adopted no later than ten days before the
beginning of the fiscal year. Should the Council take no final action on
or prior to that date, the budget as submitted at the public hearing is
deemed to have been finally adopted by the Council.
4. Adding or increasing an appropriation requires a vote by two-thirds
majority of the Council. The Council may, by resolution designate the
source of any money so appropriated. A simple majority of the Council is
necessary to reduce an appropriation.
(Continued)
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(Continued)
5. At the beginning of each quarterly period during the fiscal year and more
often if required by the Council, the City Manager submits to the Council
data showing the relation between the estimated and actual income and
expense to date and if it appears that the inconie is less than anticipated,
the Council or City Manager may reduce the appropriation for any item oi
items, except amounts required for debt and interest charges, to such -.
degree as may be necessary to keep expenditures within the casn inc^/me.
The City Manager may provide for monthly or quarterly allotmpni;3 of
appropriations to departments, funds or ageiicies unaer such rules as lie may
prescribe
.
6. After the budget has been adopted, no expenditures may he incurred, except
pursuant to a budget appropriation 'oniess there is a specific additional
appropriation. The head of any department, with the approval of the
manager, may transfer any unencumbered balance or any portion chereof from
one fund or agency within his department to another f'ond or agency within
his department; the manager with the approval of the council, may transfer
any unencumbered appropriation balance or any portion thereof from one
department to another.
7. Formal budgetary integration is en^ployed as a management control device
during the year for the General Fund and Special Revenue Funds {School
Federal Projects, School Food Service and Airport Authority)
.
8 . The City legally adopts one inclusive budget for the General and Special
Revenue Funds. The budget is adopted on a basis consistent with generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP) , except for (a) property tax revenues
which are budgeted in the year of levy and (b) overlay for abatements which
is budgeted as an expenditure.
9. Budget amounts as presented in the financial statements, are as originally
adopted plus approved appropriations carried forward and encumbrances at
June 30, 1994 of $853,698 and $163,976 of expenditures budgeted from
current year available fund balance.
10. Budget appropriations lapse at the end of the fiscal year except for any
appropriations carried forward that are approved by City Council.
E. Deposits and Temporary Investments
Deposits
Deposits are carried at cost plus interest earned to year end. The carrying




CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
Cash balances from all funds (except Trust and Agency) are combined and invested
to the extent available in certificates of deposit. Earnings from these
investments are allocated annually to each fund based on year end balances of
cash and temporary investments.
At year end, the carrying amount of the City's deposits was $6,125,067 and the
banJc balance was $5,428,034. Of the bank balance, $5,416,909 was covered by
Federal depository insurance or collateralized and $11,125 was uninsured and
uncollateralized. (General Fund)
Temporary Investments
Temporary investments of $1,376,387 (General Fund and Trust Funds) consist of
certificates of deposit and are reported at cost which approximates marlcet
value
.
The City Treasurer is authorized by State statutes to invest excess funds "in
obligations of the U.S. Government, in the public deposit investment pool
established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings bank deposits of banks
incorporated under laws of the State of New Hampshire or in certificates of
deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of the State of New Hampshire or
in national banks located within the State of Massachusetts".
New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool
The City participates in the New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool
established in accordance to NH RSA 383:22-24. Total funds on deposit with the
Pool at year end were $2,161,959 and are reported as temporary investments on
the General Fund. Based on GASB Statement No. 3, investments with the Pool are
considered to be linclassif ied. At this time, the Pool's investments are limited
to "short-term U.S. Treasury and U.S. Government Agency obligations, State of
New Hampshire and New Hampshire municipal obligations, certificates of deposit
from Al/Pl-rated banks, money market mutual funds (maximum of 20% of portfolio),
overnight to 30-day repurchase agreements (no limit, but collateral level at
102% in U.S. Treasury and Government instruments delivered to Custodian) and
reverse overnight repurchase agreements with primary dealers or dealer banks."
Cash Equivalents
For purposes of the statement of cash flows, the Enterprise Funds and Expendable
Trust Funds consider all highly liquid investments (including restricted assets)
with a maturity of three months or less when purchased to be cash equivalents.
(Continued)
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(Continued)
F. Inventories
Inventories are stated at cost on a first-in, first-out basis. The Spec
Revenue FVnds (School Food Service) record inventories which consist of
expendable supplies. The cost is reported as an expenditure at the time
purchase. Inventories of government donated commodities (School Food Se
are reported at fair market value at year end with an offsetting deferre*
revenue. Commodities used during the year have been reported as revenue:
expenditures
.
Enterprise Funds (Sewer) inventory consists of replacement parts requiret




Reported prepaid expenditures are equally offset by a fund balance reser^.
account (reserve for prepaid expenditures) as they do not represent "ava:
spendable resources" even though they are a component of net current assf
H. Property by Tax Lien and Title
Under New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated (RSA) 72:38A, elderly proj
owners in the City may request that the City file a tax lien against thei
property for the amount of their annual property taxes. Interest accrues
annually beginning one year from the tax lien date at 6% and is payable s
with the property taxes from the individual's estate.
Under N.H. RSA if property taxes have not been paid within two years and
of tax lien date (Note 2) the property may be conveyed to the City by a t
collector's deed. The City then may offer the property for public sale
annually, with all proceeds remitted to the General Fund.
I . Deferred Revenues
Deferred revenues of the General Fund represent property taxes and other
revenues collected or levied in advance of the fiscal year to which they
and property taxes not collected within 60 days of year end as follows:
1994 Property Taxes $6,434,681
Current and Prior Years Taxes Uncollected 448,581
Within 60 Days of Current Year End




CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
Deferred revenues ($3,445) of the Special Revenue Fund represents market value
of government donated commodities at year end (School Food Service)
J. Accumulated Unpaid Vacation and Sick Pav
Employees earn vacation and sick leave time as they provide the services.
Pursuant to certain collective bargaining agreements, employees may accumulate
(subject to certain limitations) unused sick pay time earned and upon
retirement, termination or death, may be compensated for certain amounts at
current rates of pay. The City cannot reasonably estimate the current portion
of vested sick leave benefits to be paid in the next operating year. Prior
experience indicates that the amount that would be paid to be immaterial.
Annually, a provision is made in the appropriate operating budgets. The long-
term portion of accrued sick leave benefits of $1,543,169 is included in the
General Long-Term Debt Account Group.
K. Total Columns (Memorandum Only) on Combined Statements
Total columns on the combined statements are captioned Memorandum Only to
indicate that they are presented only to facilitate financial analysis. Data in
these columns do not present financial position, results of operations or
changes in financial position in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. Neither is such data comparable to a consolidation. Interfund
eliminations have not been made in the aggregation of this data.
NOTE 2 - PROPERTY TAX
The City semi-annually in May and October, bills and collects its own property
taxes and taxes for the School Department and Coos County. (In accordance with
an opinion from the NCGA Technical Guidance Committee, the School and County
Taxes are not reported as Agency Funds) . Property tax revenues are recognized
in the fiscal year for which taxes have been levied to the extent that they
become available, i.e., due or receivable within the current fiscal year and
collected within the current period or within 60 days of year end.
Property taxes billed or collected in advance of the year for which they are
levied are recorded as deferred revenue.
Property taxes are due by December 1. At the time of tax lien in April of the
next year, a lien is recorded on the property at the Register of Deeds. The
lien is a priority tax lien which accrues interest at the rate of 18% per annum.
If the property taxes are not paid within two years and one day of the tax lien
date, then the property may be conveyed to the City by Tax Collector's deed and
subsequently sold at public sale.
(Continued)
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The City annually budgets, following New Hampshire budget procedures, an amount
{$1,567,307 in the current year) for resident and property tax abatements and
refunds. All abatements and refunds are charged to overlay and reported net of
property tax revenues. The actual total for the current year was $1,989,698.
The tax rate for the year ended June 30, 1995 was $29.30; $14.37 City, $2.64
County and $12.2 9 School Department.
Taxes receivable are net of an allowance for doubtful accounts of $1,275,524
which represents older noncurrent resident taxes and redemptions receivable and
other property taxes which may not be realized.
The State Department of Revenue Administration annually determines the amount of
property tax revenue to be levied by the City and the amount of General Fund
undesignated fund balance from the prior fiscal year may be applied to reduce
the property tax rate. As the State considers property tax revenue to be
available in the fiscal year levied, the amount of undesignated fund balance
that may be applied to reduce the tax rate for 1995-96 fiscal year is:
Total Undesignated Fund Balance - General $ 497,104
Fund (Exhibit A)
Add: Deferred Revenue - Current Year Levy
and Prior Year Redemptions not Collected
Within 60 Days of Fiscal Year End 448, 581
Total Available to Reduce the Tax Rate $ 945,685
Taxes receivable are comprised of
:
Property Taxes :
Levy of 1995 (First Half Billing) $4,055,085
Tax Liens :
Levy of 1994 792,454
Levy of 1993 355,761
Levy of 1992 116,348
Levy of 1991 9,426
Other Taxes 165.473
Less: Allowance for Doubtful Accounts (1. 275. 524 )
Total $4. 219, 023
(Continued)
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NOTE 3 - DUE FROM/TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS




State Shared Revenues $
Other School Districts - Tuition
Total General Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Community Development -State of New Hampshire
School Federal Projects - New Hampshire Department
of Education Reimbursement of Grant Expenditures
School Food Service - New Hampshire Department of
Education (Food and Nutrition)
Total Special Revenue Funds
Capital Projects Funds
Cascade Bridge - State of New Hampshire
1993 Water Works Bond Issue - State of New Hampshire
Total Capital Projects Funds
TOTAL
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NOTE 5 - CHANGES IN LONG-TERM DEBT




New Bonds Issued 450,000
Bonds Retired (850,000)
Net Change in Employee Benefits Payable 121,576
Estimated Landfill Closure Costs Payable 1 , 500 , OOP
Payable, Ending $8.434, 944
Bonds and notes payable are comprised of the following issues:
GE^JERAL OBLIGATION BO^roS
$3,200, 000 - Sewer Construction Bonds due in
Annual Installments of $95,000 to $300,000
Through July 2004; Interest at 8.214%;
Principal and Interest are Guaranteed by the $2,090,000
State of New Hampshire.
$4,540,000 - Sewer Construction Bonds due in
Annual Installments of $225,000 Through May
1998; Interest at 5.2%; Principal and Interest
are Guaranteed by the State of New Hampshire. 675,000
$1 , 200 , 000 - Sewer Construction Bonds due in
Annual Installments of $80,000 Through July
2002; Interest at 5.4% to 8.1%; Principal and
Interest are Guaranteed by the State of New 640,000
Hampshire
.
$435 , OOP - Water Construction Bonds due in
Annual Installments of $30,000 Through June
2002; Interest at 5.65% to 7.6% Principal and
Interest are Guaranteed by the State of New 225,000
Hampshire
.
$1, 450, OOP - Sewer Construction Bonds due in
Annual Installments of $100,000 Through January
1993 and $95,000 Through January 2PP3; Interest
at 5.75% to 7.75%; Principal and Interest are
Guaranteed by the State of New Hampshire. 760,000
$1,150, OOP - Improvement Bonds, due in Annual
Installments of $115,000 Through January 1999; 460,000
Interest Averages 5.67%.
$450 , 000 - Fire Truck Bonds, due in Annual
Installments of $45,000 Through 2004, Interest
From 5.0% to 7.0%. 450,000
$69 , 275 - Asbestos Grant Loan due in Annual
Installments of $5,000 Through 2005 and $1,775
in 2006. 51, 775
Total General Long-Term Debt Account Group 5.351, 775
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND PARK AUTHORITY
$450 , 000 - Industrial Authority Bonds due in
Annual Installments of $25,000 to $40,000
Through 1995; Interest at 8%. 40, 000
Total Bonds Payable (Exhibit A)
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The debt service requirements of Che City's outstanding bonds are as follows:
Fiscal Year
Ended June 3 Principal Interest Total
1996 $ 805,000 $ 391,845 $1,196,845
1997 780,000 336,046 1,116,046
1998 795,000 279,912 1,074,912
1999 585,000 223,247 808,247
2000 485, OOP 174, 812 659, 812
Subtotal 3,450,000 1,405,862 4,855,862
2001 and Thereafter 1 , 941 , 775 291, 207 2,232, 982
Total $5,391, ""5 31 , 69"", 069 $-,088,844
The New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission annually
reimburses the City for a portion of the principal and interest payments on
Sewer bonds. The reimbursement is based upon the amount of the State's
participation in the original sewer project.
The total amount due from the State in future years amounts as follows:
Reimbursement For
Fiscal Year
Ended June 30, Principal Interest Total
1996 $ 221,891 $ 100,112 3 322,003
1997 228,112 86,493 314.605
1998 234,330 72,202 306,532
1999 147,206 57,630 204,836
2000 151, 354 45, 939 197, 293
Subtotal 982,893 362,376 1,345,269
2001 and Thereafter 489,317 64, 153 553, 470
Total $1,472. 21C $ 426,529 $1 , 998 , 739
Under state law, the City is required to issue general obligation debt for the
Berlin Water Works (a component unit of the City)
.
The following general obligation bonds bear the full faith and credit of the
City but it is the intention of the Berlin Water Works to pay principal and
interest on these bonds. These bonds are recognized as a liability of the
Berlin Water Works and are not recorded in the general long-term debt account
group.
$1 , 770, OOP - Water Works Public Improvement Bonds
due in annual installments of $100,000 through
September 1995; interest at 6.2%. 100, 000
$3 , 000, 000 - Water Works Construction Bonds
due in annual installment of $150,000 through
August 2013; interest at 5.3% to 5.875%. 2,850,000
$3 , 000, 000 - Water Works Construction Bonds
due in Annual Installments of $150,000 Through
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NOTE 6 - NOTES PAYABLE
The Berlin Industrial Development and Park Authority is directly liable in th
amount of $484,354 to various banks. The proceeds of the notes were used to
construct buildings and improvements at the Industrial Park. Notes payable at
year end are as follows:
Note Payable to Bank, due in Monthly Installments
of $2,872 Including Interest at 1.5% Over the
Prime Rate, Final Payment due January 2019, Secured
by Land and Building.
Note Payable to Bank, due in Monthly Installments
of $5,768 Including Interest at 1.5% Below the
Prime Rate, Final Payment due July 1996, Secured by
Land and Building.
Note Payable to Berlin Industrial Development
Corporation, due in Monthly Installments
of $1,500 Including Interest at 6.0%; Final Payment
due October 2007, Secured by Land and Building.
Total
Debt service requirements are as follows:
Fiscal Year
Ended June 30, Principal Interest





















NOTE 7 - PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Enterprise Fxinds
Property, plant and equipment owned by the Enterprise Funds are stated at cost.
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Depreciation recognized on fixed assets acquired through intergovernmental
grants has been closed to Contributed Capital : Intergovernmental
.
NOTE 8 - INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMEirT AND PARK AUTHORIT'/ - DIRECT FINANCING LEASE
The Industrial Development and Park Authority (the Authority) was established
July 15, 1974 pursuant to Chapter 26 of the Laws of 1974. The Authority was
reestablished on September 15, 1975 under the provisions of RSA 162-G for the
purpose of acquisition, development, lease and disposal of industrial land and
facilities
.
Investment property is carried at cost. The investment property is being held
for sale and accordingly, depreciation has not been provided. Rental income may
be received until the property is sold. Land and buildings represent property
held for rental purposes. The buildings are being depreciated on the straight
line method over a thirty year life. All repairs and improvements are the
responsibility of the Authority.
The Authority has entered into a long-term lease with a bargain purchase option
at the end of the lease term for building and land and this lease has been
accounted for as direct financing lease. The minimum lease payments to be






Less : Unearned Income (19, 210 )
Net Investment in Direct Financing Lease S 98,961
NOTE 9 - RESERVES AND DESIGNATIONS OF FUND EQUITY
The City has set up "reserves" of fund equity to segregate fund balances which
are not available for expenditures in the future or which are legally set aside
for a specific future use. Fund "designations" have also been established to
indicate tentative plans for future financial utilization.
The City's reserves and designations were as follows:
Reserved for Encumbrances - Encumbrances of fund balances of the General and
Special Revenue Funds are carried forward to the subsequent fiscal year.
Encumbrances outstanding at year end are reported as reservations of fund
balances since they do not yet constitute expenditures or liabilities.
General Fund
Carryover Appropriations Approved by City Council $ 397,711
SBA Tree Planting Grant 5,689
Sanitary Landfill 7,588
Open Purchase Orders 160,304
Capital Outlay:
Bridges 107.414
Total General Fund $ 678,706
(Continued)
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Reserved by Trust Instruments - The $122,978 of fund balance reserved by trust
instruments represents the principal portion of Nonexpendable Trust Fund
fund balance.
Desicrnated by Trust Instrument - The $265,969 of fund balance designated by
trust instruments represents the income portion of Nonexpendable Trust Fund fund
balance and Expendable Trust F\ind fund balance.
Designated for Specific Capital Projects - Designated for specific capital
projects expenditures in future years are as follows:
1993 Water Works Bond Issue $ 755,028
1994 Water Works Bond Issue 1, 934 . 107
Total $2,689,135
Desicrnated for Specific Purposes - Designated for future expenditures of that
fund are as follows:
Federal Projects $ 12,668
Food Service 29,521
Health Department 4,598
Carberry Fund 8,3 95
Parks and Recreation Programs 26 , 823
Total $ 82,005
NOTE 10 - PENSION PLANS
Plan Description - Substantially all City employees participate in the State of
New Hampshire Retirement System {the System) , a cost-sharing multiple-employer
defined benefit public employee retirement system (PERS) . All City full-time
employees are eligible to participate in the System. The System is divided into
two employee groups: Group I which includes all employees except fire fighters
and police officers and Group II which is for fire fighters and police officers
(including County Sheriff's Departments). The New Hampshire Retirement System
issues annually a publicly available financial report that includes financial
statements and required supplementary information for the System. That report
may be obtained by writing to the New Hampshire Retirement System, 4 Chenell
Drive, Concord, NH.
Group I employees who retire at or after age 60 but before age 65 are entitled
to retirement benefits equal to 1.667% of the average of their three highest
paid years of compensation, multiplied by their years of service. At age 65 the
benefit is recalculated at 1.50% of AFC multiplied by their years of service
credit. Earlier retirement allowances at reduced rates are available after age
50 with 10 years of service. Benefits fully vest upon reaching 10 years of
service or attaining age 60.
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Group II employees who attain age 45 with 20 years or more of service are
entitled to retirement benefits equal to 2.5% of the average of their three
highest paid years of service, multiplied by their years of service, not to
exceed 40. Benefits vest ratably beginning after 10 years of service.
The System also provides death and disability benefits. Cost-of-living
increases have been periodically granted to retirees by the State Legislature.
Funding Policy - The System is funded by contributions from both the employees
and employers. Group I employees are required by State statute to contribute
5.0 percent of gross earnings. Group II employees are required to contribute
9.3 percent of their gross earnings. The employer must, under the same statute,
contribute monthly at an actuarially determined rate. The current rates are
3.14V (2.18% for teachers, 2.48% for police officers and 4.87% for firefighters)
of covered payroll. The contribution requirement for the year ended June 30,
1994 was $685,767, which consisted of $244,880 from the City and $440,887 from
employees. The City's contributions to the System for the years ended June 30,
1994 and 1993 were $212,765 and $217,343, respectively, which were equal to the
amount required under State statute Co be contributed for each year.
NOTE 11 - MAJOR TAXPAYERS
The following taxpayers each accounted for at least 5% of the 1995 net assessed
property valuation of $446,311,550.
Net Assessed Percentage of
Taxpayer Valuation Total Valuation
James River Corporation $120,130,100 27%
James River Electric, Inc. $ 40,784,200 9%
NOTE 12 - BUDGETED DECREASE IN FUND BALANCE
The $1,634,674 budgeted decrease in General Fund fund balance shown on Exhibit C
represents $617,000 budgeted by the City to reduce the 1994 tax rate, $853,698
of encumbrances and appropriation carryovers from fiscal year ended June 30,
1994 and $163,976 of expenditures budgeted from current year available fund
balance.
NOTE 13 - CONTINGENT LIABILITIES - FEDERAL GRANTS
The City participates in the following grant programs:
1. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
National School Lunch Program - (Through the New Hampshire
Department of Food and Nutrition/Education.)
2. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION:
(Grants received by the Berlin School District through the New Hampshire
Department of Education) - School Federal Projects.
3. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE:
Drug Control and System Improvement Grants.
The program compliance audits of these programs for the year ended June 30, 1994
have not yet been reviewed by the grantor agency. Accordingly, the grantor
agencies' decision on the City compliance or non-compliance with applicable
grant requirements will be established at some future date.
(Continued)
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NOTE 14 SEGMENT INFORMATION FOR ENTERPRISE FUNDS
The City maintains four enterprise funds - a Sewer Fund, an Industrial
Development and Park Authority, a Court House and the Gates Hill Landfill.
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The deficit 'of the Cascade Bridge (Capital Projects) arises because of
expenditures on the project that may not be eligible for State reimbursement.
It is anticipated that this will be funded by City appropriation or added State
revenues in 1995-96.
NOTE 17 - CONTINGENCY - LITIGATION
Numerous lawsuits are pending in which the City is involved. Two of the suits
concern the assessed taxable value of utility or manufacturing property. The
City generally follows the practice of recording liabilities resulting from
claims and legal actions only when they become fixed or determinable in amount.
The City's insurers should provide coverage and indemnify the City against loss
except for the pending abatement cases.
NOTE 18 - COMMITMENTS
At year end, the City had construction contractual commitments for the Water
Wor)cs Capital Project of $6,783,787 and also commitment of $426,676 for a new
fire truck.
NOTE 19 - SUBSEQUENT EVENT
The City in July, 1995 issued bonds totaling $6,100,000 as part of the Water
Works Capital Project.
NOTE 20 - LANDFILL CLOSURE COSTS
The City is required to meet State and Federal laws and regulations to fund the
closure costs of the West Milan landfill. The current estimated cost of the
closure costs to the City is $1,500,000 and is recorded in the Long-Term Debt
Account Group. The City anticipates that the funds will be borrowed from the
State of New Hampshire revolving loan fund.
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MAYORS OF THE CITY OF BERLIN
The Honorable...
Henry F. Marston 1897-1899
John B. Noyes 1899-1900
Frank L. Wilson 1900-1901
Fred M. Clement 1901-1902
John B. Gilbert 1902-1905
George E. Hutchins 1905-1908
Fremont D. Bartlett 1908-1910
Daniel J. Daley 1910- 1915
George F. Rich 1915- 1919
Eli J. King 1919- 1924
J.A. Vaillancourt 1924-1926
Eli J. King 1926- 1928
Edward R.B. McGee 1928-1931
W.E. Corbin 1931 - 1932
O.J. Coulombe 1932 - 1934
Daniel J. Feindel 1934-1935
Arthur J. Bergeron 1935-1938
Matthew J. Ryan 1938-1939
Aime Tondreau 1939-1943
CarlE. Morin 1943- 1946
George E. Bell 1946 - 1947
Paul A. Toussaint 1947 - 1950
Aime Tondreau 1950 - 1957
Guy Fortier 1957- 1958
LaurierA. Lamontagne . 1958-1962
Edward L. Schuette .... 1962-1965
Dennis Kilbride 1965-1966
Norman J. Tremaine ... 1966-1968
EarlF. Gage 1968- 1970
Norman J. Tremaine ... 1970-1972
Sylvio J. Croteau 1972 - 1976
LaurierA. Lamontagne . 1976-1978
LeoG. Ouellet 1978- 1982
Joseph J. Ottolini 1982-1986
Roland W. Couture .... 1987-1990*
Willard Dube 1990-1990
LeoG. Ouellet 1990- 1994
Yvonne Coulombe 1994 -
* Change in election year and change
in date oath of office is taken, as of
10/05/87
CITY MANAGERS OF THE CITY OF BERLIN
Stanley Judkins 1962 - 1966
Joseph Burke 1970 - 1973
James C. Smith 1973 - 1978
Michael L. Donovan 1978 - 1983
Mitchell A. Berkowitz 1 983 -
SPKCIAL THANKS TO THi: BUS PRINT SHOP
FOR THKIR KXPKRTISK IN PRi;i'ARIN(; IHIS 1)0( IMKNT
